
Emdeon EDGE™ 

Fraud, Waste and Abuse

Protection Suite

The Challenge
What if you could protect yourself from what you don’t know, with more
speed and insight than ever before? Identifying claim aberrancies and potentially
fraudulent, wasteful or abusive claims is time-consuming and exhaustive. Yet,
your company can’t afford another minute of unnecessary profit leakage. With
Emdeon EDGE™ Fraud, Waste and Abuse Protection Suite, we put robust
technology to work to detect areas of concern so you’ll never spend another
minute worrying.   

The Solution
How well are you protected?
Emdeon EDGE™ Fraud, Waste and Abuse Protection Suite helps you
remove unnecessary costs by identifying claim aberrancies and catching
potentially fraudulent, wasteful or abusive claims early in the claim lifecycle,
including pre-payment. With powerful, data-driven predictive analytics (both
algorithm and statistical based models), proprietary fraud rules and robust
clinical code edit engines, Emdeon can help payers reduce the amount of
false positives, minimize costs and improve detection capabilities, resulting in
less profit leakage.   

At Emdeon, we’re here to help. Achieve success by protecting your business with Emdeon EDGE. 
Call us today at 877.EMDEON.6 (877.363.3666) for a complimentary review.
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A tailor-made solution
The Emdeon EDGE Fraud, Waste and Abuse Protection Suite
uses Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) technology, which allows for
flexibilty, little to no maintenance and easy integration with your
existing claims systems. We’ll work with you to customize a
solution that works with your workflow and payment policies.

Put our expertise to work for you
Our unique combination of expertise, sophisticated technology
and a full-service approach helps you gain peace of mind that
your claims data is not compromised. And, you can stay focused
on managing your business, not the impact of potential fraud,
waste and abuse.   

Optimize your savings
With the combination of our expertise and sophisticated
technology, you’ll quickly see how Emdeon EDGE can impact
the numbers. By proactively uncovering improper claims prior
to payment, you can optimize savings opportunities, and save
time and money by eliminating expensive software
implementation and maintenance. What’s more, we’ll put your
solution to work quickly and seamlessly, and tailored to your
company’s needs, so you can be sure to see improvements –
fast.     

Emdeon is a leading provider of revenue and payment cycle management and clinical
information exchange solutions, connecting payers, providers and patients in the U.S.
healthcare system. To learn more, visit our website at www.emdeon.com.

Emdeon Payment Integrity Solutions
Get the payment integrity your business needs – how you want it, when
you want it – with Emdeon EDGE. Reduce improper payments and
minimize profit loss caused by healthcare overpayments with an integrated,
multi-layered approach that offers both prospective and retrospective
claims review as well as in and out-of-network claims management.
Emdeon uses multiple validation methods – including fraud detection,
prevention and investigation, payment error prevention, integrated
repricing and audit and recovery services – designed to save time, money
and resources with minimal workflow disruption and resource drain. Our
expert investigators and data analysts continuously analyze data and
scrutinize patterns, combining built-in rules and advanced analytics with
information and models that are constantly updated to recognize and fight
overpayments before they impact your bottom line.

Discover more at:
www.emdeon.com/fraudprevention
www.emdeon.com/paymentintegrity

At Emdeon, we’re here to help. Achieve success by protecting
your business with Emdeon EDGE. Call us today at
877.EMDEON.6 (877.363.3666) for a complimentary review.  


